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PUBLIC LECTURE 
Tuesday, February 17 at 6 pm
Ames School of Art • Room 218
Julia Galloway is a utilitarian potter and professor at the 
University of Montana, Missoula. Julia has exhibited 
across the US, Canada, and Asia. Julia’s work is included 
in the collections of the Renwick Gallery, Smithsonian Museum, 
Washington DC, Long Beach Art Museum, Long Beach CA, 
The Huntington Museum of Art, Huntington, WV, Archie Bray 
Foundation, Helena, MT, The Clay Art Center, Port Chester, NY, 
The Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. Her 
work has been published in Ceramics Monthly, Studio Potter, Art and 
Perception and Clay Times. She also is in “The Ceramic Spectrum” 
by Robin Hopper, “The Art of Contemporary Pottery” by Kevin 
Hulch, “Craft in America: Celebrating Two Centuries of Artist and 
Objects”, and The Ceramic Continuum, Archie Bray Foundation. In 
addition, she has developed the service based websites: Montana Clay 
and The Field Guide for Ceramics Artisans.
Julia Galloway
A N T HON Y  E .  ST E L LACC IO 
V ISITI NG ARTIST & LECTUR E SER IES 2015
“Handmade pottery is naturally rich 
in ideas, metaphor and utility; pottery seeps 
into our houses, our kitchens, our rituals and 
enriches our lives. Through use and decorating 
pottery fills our living spaces with character 
and elegance. For me, pottery is joyous, a 
reflection of my reality and fantasy; objects of 
desire and daily life. Currently I am using the 
alphabet and binary code on the surface of 
my pottery to represent communication. I am 
interested in how the letters or numbers come 
to meet each other across the form, ride up 
or fall down the sides of the pot, ordered or 
jumbled, they mirror daily conversations.”
